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We have developed the system of charged particle nuclear reaction data (CPND) on the IntelligentPad architecture.

We called the system CONTIP, which is an abbreviation of "Creative, Cooperative and Cultural Objects for Nuclear data and

Tools". NRDF (Nuclear Reaction Data File), which is a kind of CPND compilation, is applied as an application example. Al-

though CONTIP is currently applied to NRDF, the framework can be generalized to use the other nuclear database. We will

develop CONTIP to give the framework for effective utilization of nuclear data.

1. Introduction
Nuclear data compilation is one of the most important bases for the application of atomic nuclei to science and

technology. There are various nuclear data compilations in the world [1]. As a consequence of continuous activi-

ties in such compilations, the utilization of nuclear data is expanding from nuclear engineering and nuclear phys-

ics to the other related fields. For every data compilation, the amount of data becomes larger year by year, and

the contents of data will be more complex. Therefore, development of utility systems for compiled data is an im-

portant subject. In recent years, development of computer technologies, infrastructures and software architec-

tures enables us to support and expand utilization of the nuclear data. Indeed, the real issue is how to organize

the system which extends our research activities.

We show a new type of nuclear data retrieval system, in which NRDF (Nuclear Reaction Data File), a kind of

charged particle nuclear data (CPND) compilation in Japan [2-4], is applied as an example. To get benefits from

recent computer and network technologies, we adopt the IntelligentPad architecture [5] as a framework of the

present system. This software architecture has many useful features for handling multimedia, media-based sys-

tem construction, and graphical user interface.

We call the present system CONTIP, which is an abbreviation of "Creative, Cooperative and Cultural Objects

for Nuclear data and Tools on IntelligentPad". A prototype of the system was built by one of the authors (M.C.)

on a UNIX workstation in 1995[6]. For the practical use, development of the system is now pursued [7]. The

purposes of this paper are i) presentation of the feature of CONTIP, ii) discussion of the functions and the ele-

ments to be essentially possessed by CONTIP, from the viewpoint of effective utilization of nuclear data.
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2. NRDF -A charged particle nuclear reaction data compilation -
For the purpose of international exchange of experimental nuclear reaction data, EXFOR compilation is used

as a de facto standard [8]. EXFOR was designed to accumulate mainly the neutron nuclear reaction data (NND).

Therefore, the data description format of EXFOR was not necessarily suitable for CPND. For this historical

background, The Japan Charged Particle Reaction data Group (JCPRG) designed NRDF, as a study of database,

to accumulate scientific information of CPND from experiments of nuclear reactions. Using the own data de-

scription rule in NRDF, which is different from EXFOR, the contents are taken from published papers associated

with nuclear experimental physics. The detail of the data structure of NRDF is shown in Ref. [2,9].

JCPRG has compiled CPND on NRDF (Nuclear Reaction Data File) for more than 20 years. NRDF consists

of over 20,000 of data what are mainly produced in Japanese experimental facilities. Due to the large variety of

particles and physical quantities, CPND has a large number of reaction types in contrast to NND. Furthermore,

measured reaction types are evolved with the development of the experimental techniques. In addition, motiva-

tion of experiment and considering aspects are changed along with the progress of research. Therefore, in order

to utilize the data in the future, each data of NRDF is encoded maximum information of CPND from the pub-

lished papers.

Whereas JCPRG compiles CPND produced in Japanese experimental facilities, parts of NRDF data is trans-

ported as CPND in EXFOR. Thus, JCPRG contributes as a member of nuclear reaction data centers (NRDC) co-

ordinated by the IAEA NDS [10,11].

3. IntelligentPad - Meme media architecture -
The IntelligentPad architecture has been proposed and developed at Hokkaido University since 1987 [5]. The

development was started as making somewhat object-oriented system construction toolkit that is based on the

graphical user interface (GUI). A pad in the IntelligentPad can be treated as an object of GUI, like a view of

"real paper pad", and each pad has functions such as data control programs, input/output devices between other

pads, and so on. On this environment, intuitively pasting and peeling off operation with pads can carry out pro-

gramming of tools. In addition, through the research and the development of the IntelligentPad, fundamental

prospect and directivity of this architecture is being clarified: IntelligentPad is not only a specific software pack-

age, but also the fundamental environment architecture to support the effective utilization of computerized re-

sources. It is called Meme media architecture [5,12].

As shown in Ref. [12], Meme media is the environment that shares and re-uses the resources of all over the

world connected to the Internet. In order to develop and enlighten this architecture, more than 60 Japanese and

other foreign companies organize the IntelligentPad Consortium (IPC) [13]. Furthermore, in the future, the ker-

nel system of the IntelligentPad will be distributed freely to all users. Recently, the IntelligentPad system is

available as some commercial software packages on personal computers [14,15].
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4. Features of current trial system.
We have constructed this CONTIP client on

MS-Windows95,98/NT-basedIntelligent-

Pad[14]. On this system, each utility compo-

nent is constructed as a composition of primi-

tive pads. For example, database proxy pad is

used for the connection to the database server.

As shown in previous papers [6,7], Major fea-

tures of this system are: i) 2-dimensional intui-

tive data navigation (Figure 1.), ii) interactive

data visualization and comparison (Figure 2.).

Although CONTIP is currently applied to

NRDF, the framework of CONTIP can be generalized to use the other nuclear database.

For effective utilization of nuclear data, seamless linkages between measured experimental data and its appli-

cation should be important. Considering these linkages, it is essential to link accumulation, evaluation and circu:

lation on the same system. Furthermore, there

are interdependences among them: evaluation

of accumulated data, circulation of evaluated

data, and re-accumulation evaluated data.

Therefore, we should consider constructing the

framework so as to achieve this continuous

cycle. In addition, we should consider integrat-

ing the different databases which have differ-

Interactive, intuitive data visualization and comparison features

2D data plot pad

ent compilation policy or evaluation policy.

Using the integrated database, we can retrieve

and utilize the various resources concerned

with nuclear data.

«—&• : drag and drop

••••••• : view transition

Figure 2 Interactive data visualization and comparison.

With the above background and motivation, we discuss the aim of the framework of CONTIP for nuclear reac-

tion data with future computer facilities.

4.1. Re-production, Re-edit, Re-use

On the IntelligentPad, composite pads can be decomposed to more primitive pads. As shown in Figure 3,

composition of the data pad with the text-browsing pad or 2D plot pad gives each specific function. Resources

are encapsulated in the primitive pads, and linkages among them are standardized. Thus, we can customize the

function of pad by adding other functional pads, and/or by replacing to other implemented pads.
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For the further development, construction

of utility pads, which, e.g., interpolates ex-

perimental data, or compares the data with

theoretical calculations, supports to lead us

to a kind of interactive analysis. Such a syn-

thetic feature of the IntelligentPad would be

achieved by many users' cooperative activi-

ties of "Re-produce, -edit, -use" of both nu-

clear data and useful tools.

4.2. Circulation, Coordination and Evolu-

tion

The IntelligentPad architecture supports
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Figure 3 Synthetic features of pads.

cooperative fundamentals through the network. Once we construct a server to distribute and circulate not only

data but also tools, it already gives a basis of the circular system of nuclear data as integrated intellectual re-

sources. Figure 4 shows a schematic figure for the circular system of nuclear data and tools as the pad media by

using PIAZZA [16], which is a software technology to enable to circulate pads through the network. Using PI-

AZZA, many users can retrieve many tools and data as the pad media. Ultimately, although any resources are

scattered all over the world, we can circulate them as pad media on the IntelligentPad architecture (Figure 5).

4.3. Knowledge discovery

The amount of nuclear reaction data is getting {interface of Piazza server!

huge and increasing day by day. In addition, va-

riety of the data will also be more complex.

Hence, as the amount of data increases, it will be

more difficult to get essential information from

huge databases. The data navigation pad of

CONTIP is one of our answers for this issue. The

data navigation pad enables us to investigate the

correlation among the attributes of experimental

data. Generally, experimental data has many at-

tributes, hence the utility, which supports to

show the correlation among them, would be

[UserB]

Figure 4 PIAZZA: circulation and coordination are sup-

ported by using these architectures.

helpful. Consequently, development of these kind of utility pads realizes easier navigation to needed data, and

would support a new discovery of knowledge concerned with nuclear data.
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5. Summary and future extension
Development of CONTIP is reported where NRDF is applied as an example. The current trial system has

mainly two features: i) interactive data visualization and comparison and ii) 2D intuitive data navigation. Al-

though the present system is constructed only for NRDF, the framework of the system can be generalized for

utilization of the other nuclear data resources. As discussed in Section 4, we attempt to extract the important

elements for effective utilization of nuclear data. Consequently, we conclude the system should be provided with

the following three features: i) Re-production, Re-edit, and Re-use, ii) Circulation, Coordination, and Evolution,

iii) Knowledge discovery.

We have developed the system using the IntelligentPad software package. The IntelligentPad is not only a

programming package but also media architecture to share the knowledge of our research activities. Although,

now we use the Microsoft Visual C++ [17] to develop primitive pads, there are several projects to develop the

IntelligentPad software packages on the other programming languages. Ultimately, once the standardization of

application programming interfaces among other programming languages achieved, this architecture proceeds to

be independent of the programming languages.

Although it is easy to "distribute" the nuclear data and tools programmed by the other competing software ar-

chitectures, e.g., Java and Active-X control, through the networks, it is still impossible to "re-edit" the objects on

the client and also impossible for Java to "re-circulate" them from the clients. The IntelligentPad is currently the

only one to have ability to "re-edit" the objects as pads and to "re-circulate" them through the network. There-

fore, the concept of the IntelligentPad seems to be one of the prospects for effective utilization of nuclear data.

We will improve the utilities of CONTIP, which will be used by a huge number of users and which would be

supported to share and to evolve the knowledge of all users.

As the future extensions, inclu-
rciientl

sion of EXFOR [8] to CONTIP

provides more comprehensive re-

trieval system for the nuclear reac-

tion data. We are planning to dis-

tribute the system to researchers

and to blush-up the trial system

with feedback. Furthermore,

through our development, we aim

at giving the framework of the ideal

environment for nuclear data like

as displayed in Figure 5.

Network
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Figure 5 An schematic image of the ideal system for nuclear data.
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